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Teknoflor Icon Tile   
 
Milwaukee, WI -- Teknoflor Icon Tile HPD™ was designed to bring a new dimension of design to any 
commercial setting. The line hosts 22 skus in three distinct and beautiful visuals for countless design options. 
“Feathered Concrete” is true to its name and offers an industrial strong, but soft aesthetic while “San Tropez” 
offers a carpet-like textile that is destined to turn heads; both in a 12”x24” format. Denim, offered in a 7.08”x 
47.24” plank construction, offers a true “denim” visual in a head-turning plank with unique lines and hues. 
Constructed and designed to coordinate with your favorite wood looks, its 2.5mm thickness will sit next to 
Teknoflor’s Forest Plank HPD or our resilient sheet products without the need for a transition strip. 
 
The line holds true to Teknoflor’s No Wax, No Buff principle and its promise of high-performance design all 
without the use of vinyl or other red-list materials. 
 
Learn more about the collection at Teknoflor.com/icon.   
 
    
About Teknoflor 
Teknoflor is a major manufacturer and distributor of high-performance flooring products with a strong focus on Healthcare, Senior 
Care, Government, Corporate, Hospitality, Retail and Education environments. Teknoflor supplies floors that provide durability and 
state-of-the-art technology with a strong emphasis on no-wax, no-buff commercial resilient flooring including heterogeneous and 
homogeneous sheet vinyl, tiles and planks, and non-vinyl flooring.  You can find more information at teknoflor.com 
 
About HMTX Industries 
HMTX Industries is a global manufacturer of building materials that serves a diverse cross-section of the construction marketplace. An 
$800M family of companies, HMTX includes: Halstead, the leading supplier of resilient flooring to The Home Depot; Metroflor, its 
signature residential brand in North America; Teknoflor, the focused health-care and institutional brand; Aspecta, its high-end global 
contract brand for architects and designers; and Vertex, the supply-chain foundation of the HMTX family of companies that serves 
customers outside of North America with a full portfolio of resilient flooring products. 
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